ANNUAL GIFTS

PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE
Anonymous
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
John and Nancy Lasseter

LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
$50,000-$99,999
Donald and Maureen Green Foundation
Henry and Marilyn Hansel
Greg Sarris and the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria
Vadasz Family Foundation

PARTNER’S CIRCLE
$20,000 - $49,999
Dan and Anne Benedetti
John Boland and James Carroll
Connie Codding
Susan and Bruce Dzieza
Exchange Bank - Santa Rosa
Mike and Nancy Hall
Sandra Velasco Jordan
Dr. H. Andréa Neves
Irv and Coleen Rothenberg and Buckingham Wealth Strategies
Dr. Brian and Joni Schmidt
Sonoma Media Investments
John and Jennifer Webley
Bill and Pat White

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE
$10,000 - $19,999
Stephen and Denise Adams
Terry Atkinson and Kathy Taylor
Basis Street Properties
Natalie and Vinnie Cilurzo
Bertha and John Garabedian
Charitable Foundation
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation

PRODUCER’S CIRCLE
$5,000 - $9,999
Amaturo Family Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence V. Amaturo
Lawrence Broderick
Terry and Joanne Dale
Sarah Dove, in memory of Duane Dove
Janice and Joel Hadary
Melanie and Perry Karsen
Mrs. Bonnie G. Lasky
Nancy and Tony Lilly
Suzy and Mike Marzalek
Joan Ramsay Palmer
Dr. and Mrs. Earle Sweat
Roselyne Chroman Swig
John and Teresa Votruba

PRESENTER’S CIRCLE
$2,500 - $4,999
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen W. Bailey
Mr. Mark A. Dierkhising and Ms. Karen Brodsky
Pauline “Polly” Fisher
Richard and Lehn Goetz
Ernst and Gail Habicht
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Hales
Roger and Julie Klein, in Memory of Dorothy McClay
Amy and Joel Levine
Bill and Marian Mapes
Judith and Irwin Miller
Eric Norrbom and Dan Needham
in memory of Yvonne Norrbom and Jim Miller
Gregory A. Sprehn

Steps to a Brighter Smile, LLC
Ms. Dorothy Thompson
Shawn and Mary Kay Tullock

BENEFECTORS
$1,000 - $2,499
Michael and Paula Aja
Timothy and Corey Benjamin
David and Elizabeth Berry
Cynthia and Frederick Brinkmann
Corry and Norma Brown
Karin and Richard Burger
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Buzanski
Dr. Jean B. Chan and Dr. Ken Ross
Kathy and Martin Cohn
Louis and Ellen Comaduran
Tony Crabb and Barbara Grassechi
Dennis Cress and Te Smith
Junco Daniel
Rocky Daniels and Deborah Trefz
Jayne DeLawter and Kenneth Koppelman
Tim and Kathy Dellinger
Joan Withers Dinner
Mark and Thea Dolan
Gordon J. Dow
Charles Dyer
Mark and Kathie Elcombe
Mr. Russell W. and Dr. Claudette V. Engle
Dr. Jane L. Evanson
Mary and Scott Farrar
Sara Ferrandini
Dr. and Mrs. Donald M. Friedrich
Donald Gee
Dan and Ann Gladding
Drs. James and Michaela Glenn
David Gray and Vrenae Sutphin
Norman Greenbaum
Dr. Michael Harmon and Mrs. Cindy Harmon

Listing reflects donations made Aug 1, 2018 - Sept 25, 2019
THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

Thanks to our many generous donors! Your gifts to the Green Music Center make our performances, community engagement, and educational programs possible. Because of your support, we can look forward to an inspiring and compelling season. Thank you for being a part of the Green Music Center family, and for supporting our local communities with the gift of music.

To learn more about the benefits of supporting the Green Music Center, please contact Gail Chadwin, Annual and Foundation Giving Manager, at 707.664.3661 or chadwin@sonoma.edu.

Lori Hercs
Bruce and Elizabeth Hoelter
Mr. Steven Isaacson
Rod and Trudy Jamieson
Ms. Allison Keegan
Dr. John Kettman and Mrs. Diana M. Kettman
Eleanor Kneibler
Gayle LeBaron
Joyce and Tom Lopes
Barbara and Jake Mackenzie
Mr. Michael R. Martin and Ms. Laura L. Holms
Mr. Mark Matthews and Ms. Valerie J. Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon A. McDougall
Mr. and Mrs. William Meseroll
David Milcoff
Barbara and Donald Niemann
Cynthia and Bill Noonan
Ms. Judith S. Peletz
Thomas and Danni Randolph
John and Susan Reed
Todd Reed, PhD and Nancy Reed, PhD
Dr. Deborah A. Roberts and Mr. Joe Roberts
Phyllis Rogers
Neil Rudolf and Susan Cluff
Ms. Marlene Russell and Mr. Dennis Center
Denise Scaglione
Barbara and Gary Schepis
Mr. Warren A. Schneider
Mr. Mark Setterland
Jeffrey and Karen Sommers
Clarice Stasz and Mike Orton
Matthew and Polly Stone
Larry Struck
Denis and Anne Sutro
Carolyn Johnson and Rick Theis
Drs. Karen Thompson and Bob Switky

David Trezise and Alison Reynolds
Mr. Andrew Turner and Mrs. Judith Turner
Kris and Bob U’Ren
Gregory Venegas
Michael J. Waldorf
Ms. Jennifer Walker
Arlene Wasserman
Chuck and Ellen Wear
Phillip and Gail Wright
Jacob and Debbie Yarrow

DONORS
$500 - $999
Anonymous
Richard and Rickie Ann Baum
Dr. Eugene Belogorsky
Jana and Jordan Cohen
Dr. James T. Cross and Mr. Charles J. Antonen
Thomas Cuff
Ms. Allison W. Doolin and Mr. Timothy Doolin
Richard and Elaine Fohr
Ned and Sally Foley
Toby and Patt Herfindal
Robert E. Hesse
Dr. Patti M. Hiramoto and Mr. Wayne Komure
Vicki and Michael Isip
Susan Kamensky
David Lincoln King and Timothy Stevenson
Elad Levinson and Maryann Marks
Marge and Thom Limbert
Mildred Lyons
Glenn Marks and Tamara Novak
Gerald and Lynn McIntyre
Susan Million and Ralph Cohen
Carl and Beverly Mitchell
Mr. Toru Mori
Marianne Newman

Bruce and Sharon Oman
Mark W. and Maureen Jane Perry
Mr. Long Phan
Chuck and Kati Quibell
Paula Thomassen Rector
Wade and Madeleine Rose
Yvonne Schell
Anne Sommer
Dr. Lisa Vollendorf and Dr. Scott Votey
Irina and Wayne Wilson
Kirt and Bev Zeigler

NICHOL’S LEGACY SOCIETY
Nichol’s Legacy Society
Donors with planned gifts to the Green Music Center
Mr. James R. Ford and Ms. Barbara E. Butler
U.S. Army Retired Colonel Henry Frankel* and Mrs. Laura Frankel*
Ms. Pat Glasser*
Maureen and Donald Green
Mrs. Louise Johnston* and Mr. Donald C. Johnston* in memory of David Charles Johnston
Lilo and John Kangas
Bonnie Lasky and Judge Henry Lasky*
Ms. Berkeley A. F. Malm
Mr. Daniel Needham
Mrs. Phyllis Nesbitt* and Mr. Douglas Nesbitt*
Joan Ramsay Palmer
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Pease
Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Quibell
Estelle Ratner *

*deceased

If you have made plans in your estate to benefit the Green Music Center, let us know so you can enjoy the benefits of your commitment in your lifetime. Contact marge.limbert@sonoma.edu or 707-664-3814.